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MapStore is the Open Source product for creating, saving and sharing in a simple and intuitive way maps and mashup 
created selecting contents by server like Google Maps and OpenStreetMap or other servers implementing OGC and ISO 
protocols. Thanks to MapStore the user can fuse his own data with data available on the web to create comprehensive 
maps and to share them with the world also through social networks. MapStore is cross-browser, it has been tested on 
Internet Explorer, Chrome and Firefox.

MapStore is …
Open Source
MapStore is distributed under GPL license. It is available 
with its own source code without any upfront costs. 
Say no to vendor lock-in and complex licensing schemes.

Designed with standards in mind
MapStore has been created to provide a comprehensive 
webgis  for creating  interoperable geospatial 
infrastructures. It  supports a wide range of standards 
both edited by internationally renowned bodies like 
OGC, ISOTC211 (mandatory for INSPIRE), GeoRSS  as well 
as de-facto like GEOJson.

Developed according to Enterprise Class principles
MapStore has been developed using best-of-breed Java 
Enterprise frameworks.  MapStore is highly modular, 
extensible and con�gurable.

MapStore Will allow you to …

Create and share maps easily
MapStore has been developed to provide users with the 
possibility to create advanced mash-ups by easily 
merging information coming from services such as 
Google Maps, Bing, OpenStreetMap as well as Web Map 
Service OGC, Tile Map Service, Web Feature Service OGC, 
GeoRSS KML, Catalogue Service OGC etc. MapStore 
makes available natively  a wide range of tools which 
goes beyond the common tools available on most 
webgis frameworks.

Create comprehensive geoportals
Mapstore o�ers all the functionalities of a geospatial 
portal for the data search and visualization. Its interface 
is highly customizable through Web 2.0 standard 
techniques therefore it can be adapted to several 
layouts and use cases, as an instance it is possible to  
integrate MapStore with the GeoNetwork interface in 
order to merge the search and the advanced 
visualization in a unique simple interface.

Decide who and how can access  your maps
MapStore  integrates an advanced management of the 
access policy to your resources in order to control the 
actions that other users can perform.

Access your mash-ups from anywhere
The resources in MapStore can be accessed and 
managed remotely. MapStore can be con�gured to 
work as a classic geoportal or it can be embedded in 
existing web pages and portals. A customized view for 
mobile client is being tested. Last but not least, 
Mapstore is ready to be deployed in cloud.

Never feel alone!
You will have at your disposal a large and active Open 
Source community as well as the possibility  of 
purchasing  one of our professional Enterprise Support  
Plans.
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create, save and share
easily maps and  mash-ups

MapStoreMapStore

Your one-stop-shop for geospatial open source software



Standards Supported
OGC CSW 2.0.2 ISO AP    

Dublin Core

OGC WFS 1.0.0, 1.1.0, 2.0  

OGC WMS 1.1.1, 1.3.0 

OGC WMTS 1.0 

OGC WPS 1.0.0

OGC KML

OGC SLD 1.0, SE 1.1 

TMS 1.0.0

WMS-C 1.1.1

OGC Filter Encoding

GeoJSON

Key Features
Native support for the more 
important metadata standards as the 
ISO 19100 family for geographic 
data, Dublin Core, FGDC, OAI-PMH

Groups and user management for 
creation �ne –grained access policies

Support for authentication based on 
LDAP

Map Embedding in order to supply a 
unique URL to refer the map and 
include it in external html pages

Import/Export  on �le of the map 
context

JavaScript API for injection of 
markers on the map with multimedia 
content

Metadata Explorer for the search and 
visualization of metadata coming 
from catalogue implementing OGC 
Catalogue Service protocol for the 
web (CSW) 2.0.2. ISO Application 
Pro�le. The OGC Catalogue Service 
for the Web (CSW) 2.0.2 ISO 
Application Pro�le is the base for the 
creation of discovery services 
according to INSPIRE and for the 
metadata catalogues according to 
the Italian RNDT speci�cation.

GeoCoding and Reverse GeoCoding 
for the geolocalization on map

MapStore Modules
MapStore is composed by several 
modules which can be activated 
according to the speci�c use case.

httpProxy is a forward proxy http 
Open Source essential for adding at 
runtime external WMS servers as map 
sources and bypassing the limitation 
“Same Origin Policy” imposed by the 
browser.

This proxy is highly con�gurable and 
makes several advanced options 
manageable in order to avoid that it 
could be used by third parties to attack 
other servers.

MapManager is a JavaScript widget 
through which we can navigate, 
search, create, edit, delete, clone, 
comment and give rating to the map 
de�nitions according to the �exible 
access rights which follow the Role 
Based Access Control (RBAC) 
paradigm.

GeoStore is the core of MapStore, it 
consists in a �exible and modular Java 
Enterprise infrastructure which allows 
the creation, management, navigation 
and search of resources through a REST 
API supporting  CRUD operation 
integrated with access control rules 
based on the Role Based Access 
Control (RBAC) paradigm. The 
standard storage mechanism is a 
DBMS, Oracle, PostreSQL and H2 are 
supported.

MapViewer and MapComposer  are 
the interface widget.  MapComposer 
allows the user to create maps by 
combining layers and by de�ning the 
formats, the styles, the transparences, 
the order and the groups. MapViewer 
is the bases for the navigation 
interface. 
Both are plugin structured and 
controllable through con�guration 
�les.

Technological Stack
Java Enterprise
GeoExplorer
OpenLayers
GeoExt
Ringo-JS
Spring
Hibernate
Apache CXF

Reference Users
NATO CMRE
CSI Piemonte
FAO NRL 
Comune di Firenze
FAO Forestry 
FAO FIGIS
Acque SPA 
LaMMa   

Minimal Requirements
1 Core, 2 GHz Processor
2 GB RAM
100 MB Disk Space 
Oracle JDK 1.6.x
Apache Tomcat 6.0.x or Jetty or JBoss

GeoNetwork integrated with MapStore for the creation of single GeoPortal. 
This deployment is used in the Florence OpenGeodataPortal shown above

Deep customization of MapStore for showing meteorological 
and oceanographic data in near real-time

MapManager at work, managing maps as well as users and roles

MapStore embedded in an existing portal 
for vieweing georeferenced resources

Adding a WMS service in MapStore 
for map viewing


